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Read the report below and then answer questions 1-9.
AUDIO-BOOKS
by Robert Carter
If you hear someone say, "I listened to a good book last week," don't be surprised. Many
people are listening to audio-books instead of reading books. Audio-books are books
which are recorded on CDs or tapes. Once they were used mainly by blind people.
Today they are becoming popular with people who are just too busy to read.
5

Lawyer Sandra Harris is a good example. Until recently, she only had time to read three
or four books a year. "Since I discovered audio-books last year, I listen to them everywhere
Ñ when I'm waiting in line at the bank, cooking at home or doing other things," she
says. Another fan of audio-books is George Madison, a computer salesman. "I spend
many hours on the road," he says. "Now I can listen to books while I'm driving."

10

Audio-books are also becoming more common in schools. Frank Adams, a sixth grade
teacher, reports that he gives audio-books to children who are weak readers. "For the
first time, these kids realize that books can be fun," he says. "Now my whole class can
study the same book, even the kids with reading difficulties who had to read easier
books before."

15

Child psychologist Dr. Betty Richards has a different opinion. She thinks that it is

20

important for kids to read rather than listen. "Reading a book and looking at its pictures
help develop the child's imagination," she says. "In addition, reading improves children's
spelling." Other people object to audio-books because they claim that you need to
concentrate in order to understand what the author wants to say. Therefore people who
listen to a book while doing other things might miss important details.
However, it looks like many people don't share these objections to audio-books. Audiobooks sales increased from 5 million in 2001 to 30 million in 2004. Even public libraries
report that more people are borrowing audio-books. It seems that more and more readers
are using their ears instead of their eyes.
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Answer questions 1-9 in English according to the report and the instructions.
1.

Who used audio-books in the past?
ANSWER: ............................................................................................................................ .
(6 points)

2.

CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE CORRECT ANSWER. (lines 5-9)
Sandra Harris says that she didn't read many books in the past because she (Ñ ).
i)

was too busy

ii)

reads slowly

iii)

drives a lot
(8 points)

3.

COMPLETE THE SENTENCE. (lines 5-9)
Both Sandra Harris and George Madison listen to audio-books while ...................................
............................................................................................................ .
(10 points)

4.

PUT AN X BY THE TWO CORRECT ANSWERS. (lines 10-14)
According to Frank Adams, how can audio-books help weak readers? They help them (Ñ).
........ i)

improve their grades

........ ii)

enjoy reading

........ iii)

improve their writing skills

........ iv)

learn with the whole class

........ v)

borrow books from the library
(2×10=20 points)

5.

i)

CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER: YES or NO.
Dr. Richards agrees with Frank Adams that audio-books should be used in school.
YES / NO

ii)

Copy the words that justify your answer.
ANSWER: ................................................................................................................... .

(10 points)
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COMPLETE THE SENTENCE. Write TWO things.

According to Dr. Richards reading books helps children ........................................................
............................................... and ........................................................................................ .
(2×9=18 points)
7.

CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE CORRECT ANSWER. (lines 15-20)

People who object to audio-books say that (Ñ).
i)

reading requires full attention

ii)

reading is easier than listening to audio-books

iii)

listening to a book while driving can be dangerous
(10 points)

8.

How do you know that more people buy audio-books today than in the past? (lines 21-24)
ANSWER: ........................................................................................................................................ .

(8 points)
9.

What does the writer mean when he says, "More and more readers are using their ears
instead of their eyes"? (lines 21-24)
ANSWER: ...........................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................ .

(10 points)
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